Abstract. To effectively solve the problem of semantic similarity between concepts, the existing concept semantic similarity computation methods were studied and an improved concept semantic similarity computation algorithm based on domain ontology was put forward. In the process of computing concept semantic similarity the algorithm not only considered the basic relationships but also the custom relationships between concepts. In addition, the algorithm also took into account the concept of properties, and the concept of instance impact on semantic similarity computation. All these measures make the effectiveness of the algorithm in computing concept semantic similarity improved. The example showed that in the aspect of concept semantic similarity computation the proposed algorithm is more effective than the existing algorithms.
Introduction
To the problem of concept semantic similarity computation the domestic and foreign scholars have carried on the related research and achieved some results. Richardson determined the weights of the concept according to the node density, depth and strength and then commutated the semantic similarity between concepts based on the weights [1] . Yuhua Li used concept depth, density and length between concepts to construct a nonlinear function, and then used this function to commutate semantic similarity between concepts [2] .Lin-tao Lv presented a computing concept similar model based on context [3] .Literature [4] proposed a concept semantic similarity computation method based on the number of the concept properties. According the upper and lower relationship between concepts and other relationship Jie Chen gave a new computation method [5] .Mei-rong Yang proposed a concept of semantic similarity computing model based on the main similarity between concepts [6] etc. The above semantic similarity computation algorithms only considered certain aspects of the impact semantic similarity. That make the algorithms to achieve good results in certain applications. So an improved semantic similarity computation algorithm was proposed. The algorithm took into account the basic relationships between concepts, custom relationships between concepts, the properties of the concept, the instances of the concept and other factors influencing in the process of computing the semantic similarity between concepts. That effectively improved the algorithm's effectiveness and versatility.
Related definitions
Concept: A concept is an abstract description of the objective world of anything. It can be described by a four-tuple: {ID, L, P, I}.In the four-tuple, ID is a unique identifier of the concept. It can be represented by a URI. L represents the concept of language vocabulary. P is the concept of the collection of properties. I represents a collection of instances of concepts. Conceptual similarity if the two concepts C1 and C2 have certain common characteristics, we can say that these two concepts are similar. The degree of similarity between the two concepts is the similarity between them. Ontology is the concept of a formal specification. An ontology is composed of different concepts. Domain Ontology: Domain ontology is a professional ontology. It describes the relationship between the International Conference on Information Sciences, Machinery, Materials and Energy (ICISMME 2015) concepts of specific areas. In this paper, semantic similarity between the concepts based on domain ontology is represented by Sim (C1, C2)
. If Sim (C1, C2) = 1, it indicates that C1 and C2 are the same concepts two concepts. If Sim (C1, C2) = 0, it indicates that C1 and C2 are two completely different concepts.
The Improved Concept Semantic Similarity Computation Algorithm based on Domain Ontology
In the domain ontology, the concept of semantic information is usually described by the relationship between the concepts. However in practice, there is not only hyponymy but also other relationships. To improve the accuracy of the computation the non-hyponymy must be considered in the process of computing the semantic similarity between concepts. The practical applications showed that the properties and instances of the concept to compute the semantic similarity between concepts were influential. Based on the analysis of the above, not only the hyponymy and custom relationship were considered but also the properties and instances of the concept were considered. The computation process of the algorithm is shown in figure 1. 
Deep impact factor can be defined as Semantic similarity between C 1 and C 2 based on custom relationships is expressed by Sim C . Literature [5] described the method of computing the value of Sim C .
If two concepts have similar properties, the two concepts are similar. If the domain and range of the two properties are similar, the two properties are also similar [7] . The properties of the concept are divided into data type properties and object type properties. Assume similarity based on datatype properties is Sim D , similarity based on object properties is Sim O and similarity based on properties is Sim A , then the similarity based on properties can be computed by equation Reference [7] described the method of computing the value of Sim A .
Sim
. If the instances are all same, then the two concepts are the same concept. If the proportion of the same instances between the two concepts is same, then the two concepts are similar. The instances of a concept is also the instances of its ancestor concepts [8] . Let ) (
be the number of instances not only belonging to C 1 but also belonging to C 2 .
) (
Represents the number of instances belonging to C 1 but not belonging to C 2 .
Represents the number of instances belonging to C 2 but not belonging to C 1 . The semantic similarity between C 1 and C 2 based on instances can be computed according to the formula:
According the above description the following formula will be used to computed the semantic similarity between two concepts:
Examples of application
To test the effectiveness of the algorithm an experimental platform was build. The platform was made up of the Eclipse, Protégé, Lucene, Java and JenaAPI. Take the data from the literature [9] as the experimental data. Respectively, used the literature [9] , [10] and the proposed algorithm for same computation tasks. Semantic similarity computation results obtained by different algorithms is shown in figure 2 . Figure 2 shows that the semantic similarity computed by the proposed algorithm is closer to the experience of experts than the other two algorithms.
Fig. 2 Semantic similarity computation results compilation

Conclusion
After studying the existing concept semantic similarity computation algorithms the writer gave an improved semantic similarity computation algorithm based on domain ontology. The algorithm took into account of the various factors that affected the computation of semantic similarity. That improved the accuracy and validity of the computation of the semantic similarity. The example showed that the computed results of the proposed algorithm was more in line with experience of the domain experts. Compared with other algorithms the proposed algorithm has higher practical value.
